INTRODUCTION
Let S be a complex algebraic variety and {XS}SES a family of nonsingular projective varieties parametrized by S: the Xs are the fibers of f: X --S , with X projective and smooth over S. Fix S E S, an integer p, and a class h E H 2P (X s ' Z) of Hodge type (p, p) . Let U be an open, simply connected neighborhood of s. The H 2p (X t ' Z) , t E S, form a local system on S, necessarily trivial on U, so that for t E U they can all be identified with It follows from the (rational) Hodge conjecture that the germ of T at s is algebraic, meaning that its irreducible components are irreducible components of germs at s of algebraic subvarieties of S. Sketch of proof: let TO be an irreducible component of T containing s and assume that for all t in yO some nonzero multiple of h is the class of an algebraic cycle in X t . A Baire category argument shows that for suitable M, N, the set of t E TO for which h = -k class of (Zt+ -Zt-) , with Zt± effective algebraic cycles of degree ~ M on X t , is dense in some non empty open subset of TO. One then uses that the Chow varieties of effective cycles of degree ~ M on the X t form an algebraic variety over S, or simply that they form a limited family.
In Corollary 1.2 below, we prove unconditionally that the germ of T at s, as above, is indeed algebraic. Our main result, Theorem 1.1, is slightly more precise and gives as corollary a positive answer to a question of A. Weil [7] : "... whether imposing a certain Hodge class upon a generic member of [such family] amounts to an algebraic condition upon the parameters."
The Hodge conjecture would. also imply that if f: X --S can be defined over an algebraically closed subfield of C, then so can the germ of T at s.
About this, we are not able to say anything. The proof will be in the setting of variations of Hodge structures, of which the local system of the H 2P (X t , Z) modulo torsion is an example. For the definition and basic properties of variations of Hodge structures on a complex variety S, we refer the reader to [2] , [5] , and [6] .
Our notations are spelled out in 2.1. Note that in the Hodge decomposition, we do not assume p, q ~ O. If H is a Hodge structure of even weight 2p, shifting the Hodge filtration, i.e., replacing H by the Tate twist H(p) , one obtains a Hodge structure of weight O. Classes of type (p, p) become of type (0, 0). This allows us to restrict our attention to variations of weight 0 and classes of type (0,0). For simplicity, we will assume the parameter space S to be nonsingular.
Let S be a nonsingular complex algebraic variety and r a variation of Hodge structures of weight 0 on S with polarization form Q. If ~ is the Proof. Let T be the locus in question, assumed nonempty, and suppose first that V Q is of dimension one. Then r is of even weight 2p so that, replacing it by r(p) , we may and shall assume it to be of weight O. Let e be a generator of V Q n ~. Then V Q is a Hodge substructure if and only if e is of type (0, 0) , and one applies 1.3.
Proof. Such a set is a union of images of connected components of S(K)
Consider now the general case: V Q of dimension n. A Hodge structure on a rational vector space HQ gives rise to an action of the real algebraic group C* on HR = HQ <Z> 1R, with z E C* acting as multiplication by z -p z -q on H P , q • A subspace V Q C HQ is a sub-Hodge structure -i.e., Vre = V Q <Z> C is the sum of its intersections with the H P , q -if and only if V R is stable under C* . 
is hermitian symmetric, positive definite, and makes the Hodge decomposition orthogonal. This Hodge metric is, generally, not flat.
2.2. We will need Schmid's theory of nilpotent orbits giving the asymptotic behavior of variations of Hodge structures [6] . We begin with a coordinatefree description. The coordinate-bound translation given in 2.3 suffices for our needs.
Let S be the complement in a smooth variety S of smooth divisors E j meeting transversally. Assume that the monodromy of r around the E j is unipotent. Let ~-be the canonical extension [4] of the holomorphic vector bundle ~ to S. It is characterized by the property that, in any local basis of ~-, the connection matrix (an end~morphism-valued I-form) has logarithmic poles with nilpotent residues along the E j • The first result is that The nilpotent orbit ~n (or: deformation to the normal cone) approximating r around E lives on L * . It is obtained as follows:
(a) As a filtered holomorphic vector bundle, it is the pull back of the restriction of (~-,7) to E. of ~-gives one on E , which pulls back to ~n; in this basis, (c) It remains to define the integral lattice. Locally, let ¢ be an isomorphism from a neighborhood of the zero section of L (identified with E) to a neighborhood of E in S. Assume it is the identity on E and that, on E, d¢ induces the identity on the normal bundle of E. Assume further that ¢ maps L* into S. Then, the pull back by ¢ of the local system r" of horizontal sections of r is canonically isomorphic to ~: . One defines (~n)z to be the pull back of ~.
The results are that 
Using the coordinate zi' one can view ~n as living on C*' :::> S. The underlying local system is the unique local system extending ~ on S. We continue to denote it by ~. Let V z be its fiber at 1.
The Poincare upper half-plane % is the universal covering of D* , with covering map z f'--* s = e 2niz . Similarly, %' is the universal covering of S = D*', and (C', 0) that of (C*', 1). For z E C', we write s for the corresponding point in C*' .
When pulled back to %' , the variation can be described as a variable Hodge filtration <1>( z) on the fixed vector space V = V z Q9 C , with
for e j the /h coordinate vector in C'. We also view <I> as a holomorphic map <1>: %' -+:;g (Vz' Q) with values in the appropriate period mapping domain. 
Any nilpotent endomorphism
. This is an increasing filtration
characterized by the properties that
and that Nt induces an isomorphism'
With the notations of 2.3, it is shown in [1] that all elements N in the cone C = {LAjNj , Aj > O} define the same filtration W ( C). As C contains endomorphisms defined over Q, the filtration W:= W (C) is defined over Q.
Let us call the "limiting Hodge filtration" any filtration of the form <I> un (z)
It is a consequence of the SL(2)-orbit theorem [6] 
with A2 depending only on r . and F: ~ (resp. F P ) is the sum of the Va,b for a + b ::; '-(resp. a ~ p).
The assumptions on
The Lie algebra g= g!(V) of GL(V) inherits from V a mixed Hodge structure whose associated bigrading is l,q = {X E 9 I XVr,s C VP+r,q+s}.
We will mainly use the corresponding p-grading, for which v P (resp. ' ) is the sum of the V p , b (resp. " b ).
The isotropy subalgebra of 9 at F is FO(g) = EBp~o gP. It admits as sup- The N j are morphisms of mixed Hodge structures V -+ V ( 1) , hence they lie in 9 -I , -I C 9 -I C b. As v is in VO, the equation 
We now use the transversality axiom to prove: 
Let f; be the projection of v to 'fl. 
L <NjV = 0, with
Zj Zj _ se .
take z' -Z to be the image of -L: zjNjv by a fixed linear section of C r -+ V; (ii) In (2.16.1), we use the Hodge metric at <1>(z). We could as well have used a fixed metric. Indeed, the ratio between a fixed metric and the Hodge metric is bounded by a power of sup(Y j ) (see (3.8 (i))) so that for any a' < a and for inf(YJ large enough, v "'z <1>°(z) for a and one metric implies v "'z <1>°(z) for a' and the other metric. Fix I c [1, r] , with complement J. Assume that z is such that the Yj 2.19. To ease the handling of quantifiers and estimates, but at the cost of effectivity, we will prove 2.16 by contradiction. If (i) fails, we can find sequences u(n), zen) with the (u(n) , zen)) as in 2.16 (i), the u(n) all distinct, and infi(YJn)) ~ 00. If (ii) fails, we can find sequences as above with each u(n) not in ffQ. If (i) and (ii) hold but (iii) fails, we can find similar sequences with u(n) constant and u(n) not in FO for any limiting Hodge filtration F. In each case, a subsequence of the offending sequence is again offending. To prove 2.16 by contradiction, it hence suffices to show that given a sequence (u(n), zen)) with u(n) E V z ' Ilu(n)II~(z(n)):::; K, and u(n) "'z cI>°(z(n)) in the Hodge norm at z(n), 0:::; xi(n) :::; 1, inf(YJn)) ~ 00, it has a subsequence for which u(n) is constant, in ffQ, and in FO for some limiting Hodge filtration F .
PRELIMINARIES
In 3.2, we comment on what it means and what it takes for a mixed Hodge structure to be close to another. We then recall results of the SL(2/ -theory of [3] in a form suitable for our purposes. (A' ,B' ) is the image of (A, B) by some g E GL(V) close to the identity. Arguing as before, we may and shall assume A = A' .
Fix a bigrading C splitting the bifiltration (A, B): A P (resp. B q ) is the sum of the CiJ for i 2: p (resp j 2: q). Fix a basis ~q of the C pq . As we assumed that dim A P n B q = dim A'P n B,q, A P n B'q is close to A P n B q and we can find e,pq in A P n B,q close to e pq . The endomorphism g: eP q t--+ e,pq is close to the identity, hence in GL(V) , and maps A P n B q into, hence onto,
q . It carries (A, B) to (A', B') .
We now apply this to mixed Hodge structures.
Proposition 3.2. Let (W, F) be a mixed Hodge structure on a real vector space V . If a filtration F' of VIC is close to F and such that (W, F') is also a mixed Hodge structure, then there is an automorphism g of VIC' close to the identity, respecting Wand carrying F to F'.
Proof. By (3.1.1), we may assume that for all w, p, one has and it suffices to prove equality.
We proceed by induction on w. If 
Define T j = ()j N = I:i (){ N i . Adding I to u j transforms <1>* by exp(T). The T j are not, in general, rational. In the context of [3] , where real variations are considered, this does not matter. 
The SL(2,
Denoting by Y j the image of the element (~~I) in the j-th factor of 5[(2, lR/ , one has for z purely imaginary Proof. For A the decomposition by the Vi, g is the identity, (i) is (3.6.2), and (ii) follows as e( r) respects the polarization form. In general,
(e(r)g e(r) )e(r)
and, because of (3.7.2), e(r)g-Ie(r)-I tends to the identity. The proposition follows. (3.9.1)
i.e., the ratios of both members of (3.9.1) are bounded.
(ii) Suppose v E V is in W~. 
w' Applying (3.9.1) both to V and Grw ,we obtain 4.1. In this section we prove 2.16, and hence 2.5, reasoning by contradiction as explained in 2.19. We fix a sequence (z(n), u(n)) with the following properties: 0::; xj(n) ::; 1, infjYj(n) -+ 00, u(n) E V z , the Hodge norm lIu(n)1I of u(n) at zen) is bounded, and, for some fixed a> 0, u(n) "'z(n) We assumed that infjYj(n) tends to 00. This means that for each i, one of OJ ' ... , 01, is nonzero and that the first to be nonzero is positive. For simplicity of notation, we will reorder the coordinates Z j so that the i for which the i-th coordinate of oj is not zero form an initial segment 
with -denoting projection. This is an expansion like (4.1.3), but with d -1 () 'So This is one of two mechanisms by which induction will proceed. We polarize Gr:: 1 (V) using any rational element N in C(l): it polarizes the mixed Hodge structure, inducing a polarization of the grading.
Our first task is to prove: Proof. We will prove by induction on d the following more general statement: one takes cI> to be a variation of weight w 2: 0; z, u, () ,T are as before (except that the () are not assumed linearly independent); the u(n) are in position (ll' ... ,ld) relative to the Wi; one assumes u(n).....,z cl>0 and Ilu(n)ll::; c T 1 (n)-W/2. Comparing the asymptotics of the Hodge norm for V and for Grtl , one finds (cf. 3.9) that for any v E ~I , with image VI in the grading, one has at
For (iii), we will consider angles in a fixed metric. As explained in 2.17(ii), we still have u( n) '" z <1>0 , and it suffices to prove u( n) I '" z <I>~ , in this new sense.
Fix Zo with big enough imaginary part so that (WI, <l>un(zO» is a mixed Hodge structure. As exp(-z(n)N) is bounded by some sup(y(n)/, we have
The filtration exp(-(z(n) -zo)N)<I>(z(n» tends to <l>un(zO)' Together with WI , both filtrations define a mixed Hodge structure. It follows that some complex endomorphism Y n tending to 1 respects WI, transforms the latter into the former, and satisfies
As v(n) E ~I , one also has 
As Ilv(n)11 is bounded, we conclude that £1 = £2 = ... = £d = O. In particular, £1 = 0, proving 4.3.
4.6. We now apply the induction hypothesis to Gr::' (V), corresponding to a period mapping <1>1' and to the projection u(n)1 of u(n) in Gr::' (V) .
If a( 1) = r, the Hodge structure Gr::' (V) is constant. By 4.5(ii), or directly by 3.9(ii), u(n)1 is bounded. Being in a lattice, it can take only a finite number of values. We may and shall assume it is constant and define u l := u(n)1 . As and we find that Tlu l is the sum of an element in <I>-I(z(n» plus an exponentially small term. Passing to the limit, we obtain
where F~ is the filtration in Gr~;\V) induced by ru. Ifwegoto Gr~I(V)(_l), Proof. By 4.7, TI u(n) is in W~3' It is also the sum of X in <I>-I(z(n)) and of an exponentially small f. The same holds after applying e(T(n)). We gain that the e(T(n))<I>(z(n)) belong to a compact family of filtrations P, for which
Wi np-I np-I = 0 -3 .'
so that e( T( n)) TI u( n) must be exponentially small. Hence so is TI u( n) .
4.9. We now complete the proof of 2.16. With angles measured using a fixed metric, we have and, by 4.8,
u(n) "'z <l>°(z(n) -iT I (n)(1\
If d = 1, we choose the expansion (4.1.3) (subtracting a constant to TI(n)) so that Yin) -TI (n)OJ 2: A > O. As u(n) is close to <1>0 at z(n) and at z(n) -iT I (n)(11 , its Hodge norm at both places is close to Q(u(n), u(n))I/2 and hence is bounded. Moreover, z(n) -iTI(n)01 remains bounded and the corresponding Hodge filtrations remain in a compact set. Being bounded and integral, u(n) can take only finitely many values. Taking a subsequence for which z(n) -iTI(n)01 tends to a limit, we find that u is in the corresponding <1>0. It is in W o by 4. and is killed by the T j (j > 1). Being constant, it is also killed by TI (cf.
4.8).
This finishes the proof.
